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Abstract, We plan to resonantly excite plasma wakefields using a train of electron bunches
separated by an-integer number ‘of plasma wavelengths. The m;ltiple electron bunches are
generated by a photocathode based RF gun by splitting the laser beam into temporally
separated pulses. The amplitude of the wakefields generated by the sequence of bunches is
expected to be higher than that generated if all charge had been in only one bunch, because
this single bunch would be considerably longer than the individual sub-bunches due to space
charge effects in our gun.

INTRODUCTION

High charge short electron bunches are needed to achieve high accelerating
gradients in electron beam driven plasma wakefield accelerators. Electron bunches
generated by photocathode based RF guns in general become longer as the bunch
charge is increased. An attractive alternative to generating high charge single electron
bunches is to generate a train of bunches separated by a plasma wavelength (l). In this
way the plasma wakefield is resonantly excited by the bunch train and each bunch can
be kept short because the total charge is distributed over many bunches.

GENERATION OF MULTIPLE BUNCHES

We can generate multiple electron bunches from our photocathode based RF gun
simply by splitting the laser beam into a sequence of temporally separated pulses. The
deIay between the pulses needs to be equal to the plasma wavelength, which in our
case is about 6 mm (assuming a plasma density of 3 x 1013cm-3). This delay between
the laser pulses will introduce an. energy difference between the various electron
bunches in the train, as they will be emitted from the photocathode at different phases
of the RF power that is present in the gun. However, since our RF gun operates at 1.3
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Abstract

At the Argonne Chemistry Division efforts am
d electron beam pulseunderway to *velop a subpieoseeon

radiolysis faeiiity for chemical studies. The target output
of the aeceleratoris to generate ekchvn pubes that can &
sdjusted from 3nC in .6ps to 100IIC in 4*. In
conjunctionwithdevelopmentof theaccelerator state-of-
the-artultrafastlaser system is under eonstruetiohthat
will drive the lime’s photocathode uzf provide probe
pulses that &e tunable from the. UV to IR spectml
regions.

1 Introduction
Fromthe start time-resolved investigations of fw

ehemieal promsws have been part of radiation chemical
studies. Reeent advances in aocelemtor technology ate
making it possible to generatesubpimseeondele+tron
pulses. Additionally, solid state laser development is
making it more routine to genemte subpieosemnd Optical
pukes. A merging of these two technologies will provide
an invaluable tod for probing ukrafast radiation induced

oeesses. In this contribution the development of av
state-f-the-art laser system that will be capable of both
driving the photocathede of a subpbsemd lime *
simultaneously and provide a widely tunable (LN to mid-
IR) stroboscopic Mection capability will be descibed

2 FEMTC)Sl%COND LASER SYSTEM

2.1 Femtosecmd Luser System

In otder to generate subpieoseeo nd eketron pulses a
state-of-the-art laser systems must be developed to drive
the pMOcdmde. The accelerator under consideration at
Argome Natiomd Laboratory requires the laser opemte
within very strict speeifieations[l]. The following key
problems must be akksd

Devebpment of an intense (>3mJ) 5ps UV Iaser
puL that is needed to drive the phokxdtode.

w A . lps probe pulse must be derived fmm the
same laser and be independency tunable from the W to
the IR.

* Work performed under the auspices of the Offke of
Basic Energy Sciences, Division of ChetnieaI Scienee,
US-DOE under eontraet number W-31-1C9-ENG-3S

● The WV pump and the probe laser pulses must
be synchroni~ to the RF of the aeeeiemtor to within
Sps.

● Development of novel, sensitive and specific
deteetion techniques to make rhe fuIlest use of the
potential information.

For the photocathode the laser must provide high
energy UV (-260nm) pukes that can be varied in energy
from . lm.1 to 3mJ. The low W pulse energy
corresponds to opemtion of the aeeeierator in the Iow
charge short pulse mede (i.e., 3nC, .6ps), while the high
UV pnise energy corresponds to operation in the Iong
pulse high charge mode (i.e., 45P, MOrtC) nmde. In
addition to vmiabie W pulse energy the W pukvidth
must be made variabIe from 5pa to 60ps. Some of the
laser puhwwidth and energy requirements are summarized
in Tabie 1.

To make use of the full capabilities of the experimental
system, the laser must also produce puks with less than
0.1 ps dumtion with enough energy (-hnJ) to pump a
series of widely tunable optical parametric amplifiers that
will provide probing wavelengths from the W to lR
speetral regions. The laser is to operate from single shot
to 60 Hz with a pulse-to-puk jitter less than Sps with
respeet to a 1.3 GHz mister cicek. Mi?dmizutwnof k?
jitter is theisthemost cruakl@ diflcrdt uspsct of the
kzwrdesign.

Table 1: Laser Energy and Pukewidth Spacifications

Linac Charge Laser Laser
Pulsewidth Pulsewidth Pulse I

I I Energy

.6ps 3nC Sps .ld
I I 1

3.ops ~ lone lsps I
.3mJ

I
[ i 1

8.Ops ~5onc 45ps 1.5m.T I
I I

45ps loottc * 3m.J
I

‘,

2.2 Generation of htense UV Laser Pulses

A block diagram of the laser amplification scheme is
shown on the following page. Briefly, a ~*pimI@
frequency-doubled PkkYVO &aserwill be used to pump a
femtoseeond Ti:Sapphire (Ti:S) laser that will pmduee a
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800nm. The SOfs pulses will be passed through a gmting
puke stretcher which will increase the pukewidth to
SOOps. This will reduce the peak power of the laser
pukes enough to prevent optical damage in the following
two stages of amplification (chirped puise amplification).
After the stretcher a poiarizer-%ckels celi-poiarim
~mbination will be used to select pulses out of the
81.25MHzpuketrain at @31+z(iinac repetition rate).

The first pmrnplifier stage (AMP1) is a multipass (8
pass) Ti:S amplifier that will produce -5mJ pulses at
800nm[2]. AMPI is pumped with 50mJ pulses from a
high power NdYAG laser (HP NdYAG). The output of
AMP1 will be used to seed a power amplifier (-)
that will boost the energy up to >100mJ. AMP2 is also
a multipass arhpiifier (4 pass) ad will be pumped by
450mi from a HP NdYAG laser.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the amplified femtosemnd laser
system. See text for details.

The amplifier ouQut will be compeased in a standad
gmting pulse compressor to <.lps and passed through a
series of specially designed nonlinear ctystals to genemte
the third harmonic at 260nm. The W puke energy is
expected to exeeed the requhed maximum of 3mJ.
Dichroic mirrors will be used after the harmonic
conversion step to dhwrt the residual fundamental towards
the optical parametric amplifiem while directing the third
harmonic towards the Iinac cathode. *fore illumination
of the photocathode the UV will be tempomily stretched

by passing it through several centimeters of suprasil. The
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Fig. 2. Thermai drift compensation of the Ti:S
ampiifiem using the crosscorrelation technique BBQ
(beta barium borate) is a nonlinear frquency mixing
c+. See text for details.

pathlength of the suprasil will be determined by the
amount of W pulse stretching that is nx@red for the
desiredehxtmn pulse charge and pukxwidth {seeTable 1).

2.3 Minimizusion of Jilter

To gemxate .6ps eiectron pukes from a phouxdode
driven Iinac it is necessq to synchronize the phase of the
RF that drives the photocathode and the W laser pulse+
to within 5ps[l] of each other. The master clock for the
RF will operate at a frequeney of L3GI-Iz- Expected
sources for 10ss of synchrcmbtion will come from a
variety of sources. Most importantly will be, drifting in
the output frequency of the Ti:S oscillator, slow thermal
drifting in the optical eompogents, mechanical vibrations,
and air currents.

The 16th subharmonic (81.25MHz) of the master
clock wilI be used as a reference frequency for the Ti:S
oscillator. Using commercially avaiiabie electronics
(Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA) it is possibIe lb
reduce the jitter/synehroni=tion out of the Ti:S oscillator
to better thart .lps rms.

During the amplification process the synchronintion
will degradedue to the slow thermal drifting of the optical
components @ vibrations that result from mechanical
and audio interference. To reduce effect of the slow
thermal expansion and contraction of the optical
components the pathlength that the Laser puke travels
through the arnphtier must be minimized. This dictated
the choice to use a multipass amptifier design mther that a
mom eftkient tegenetative ampIifier for AMP1. A
muitipass amplifier should mxiuce the path length by
-20m relative to a regenerative amplifier.

Compensation for slow thermal drifts wilI be actively
achieved by passing the puke out of the amplifiers
through a stepper motcxfpiezo driven optical deIay that
wiIl compensate for thermal drifts on a shot-tdmt basis



will compensate for thermal drifts on a shot-to-shot basis
(see Figure 2). The error signal for driving the optical
delay wiII be derived from the crosscorrelation between the
Ti:S oscillator and the output of AMP2 in a BBO crystal.
This tecti~que has been previously used to maintain
wbpicosemnd synchronizationbetweena Ti:S amplifier
and an infrared optical parametric ampIif_ter(3]. SpeciaI1y
designed opti~ tables and evacuated beam tubes will
minimize the sensitivity of the system to mechanical
vibrations.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram depicting a typicai ekctmrt I&c
punqx%ser poke experiment.

3 CONSEQUENCES OF LASER
SYNCHRONIZATION

A significant advantage of this system is that the laser
that “drives-the photwathode is inhererrtiy synckmimd
wish the electron pulse, with very little jitter in the
synchronization. This fact translates into cOM&mMe
improvements in sensitivity and capabilities for detection
schemes. Figure 3 shows a the setup for a tyfical
pump/pmbe experiment in which the subpiwsecond
electron lime acts as pump source to initiate a
radidogical event that is subsequently probed by a laser
pulse.

Detection schemeacan now be based oniaserpmduced
interrogating light pulses as opposed to Iinac pduced
light pulses (Certmkov tiation) that are presendy used.
Thus, the intensity and wavelength range wiiI be availalie
to deveIop new deteetion schemes for examination of
tmnsient species that are impossible to study at this time.

A newtypeof detectionthat will become available is
transient infrared qxdmxqy, which’ can be used to
determine the role of excess thernyd energy md
vibrational energy tmnsfer in radiation chemistry. In
addition to providing a window through which to view the
roIe of vibratkxd dynamics, the structural selectivity of

inf~ s~Y ~ ~ ~ to fo~~ow ~
progression of and identification of transient species, To

this extent we have recently developed a unique optical
parametric amplifier based on potassium niobate that is
tunable throughout the chemically important 2.S-5.5
micron spectral region.

Other new types of detectionwnderdevelopment inehde
time resolved coherent spectrcxxopy (e.g., CARS,
transient grating spectroscopy, photon echo
.qxxxroswpy), and time-resolved resonance Raman
spwtroswpy. such techniques will jiovide new
information on energy Ievels, lifetimes of tmnsient
species, collisiomd processes, wupling strengths, ad

diff~on PR=z==—

4 SUMMARY

A fenmwcond laser system for driving a subpimsecond
@W@hodeelec&on linachas beendescribed. Themain
design ctiteria center around the neeessity to achieve .5ps
synchronization between the high energy UV pulses tmd
the phase of the RF that drives the photwathode. As a
WnsqKweofthe Syn&Kmization between the lktae d
the her a wide variety of sensitive detection schemes
now become available for probing rdiation induced
chemical events on fast timescales.
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